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Abstract
We study a differential equation for delayed negative feedback which models a situation where the delay
depends on the present state and becomes effective in the future. The main result is existence of a periodic
solution in case the equilibrium is linearly unstable. The proof employs the ejective fixed point principle
on a compact convex set K0 ⊂ C([−h,0],R) of Lipschitz continuous functions and uses that the equation
generates a smooth semiflow on an infinite-dimensional submanifold of the space C1([−h,0],R).
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1. Introduction
Consider a feedback system which governs a scalar variable ξ ∈ R. Assume that each value ξ
causes a delay d(ξ) > 0 in the reaction of the system, which becomes effective in the future, as
in the differential equation
x′
(
t + d(x(t)))= g(x(t))
with a feedback function g :R → R.
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y′(t) = f (y(t), y(t − ρ)), ρ = ρ(y(t)),
where the present state y(t) selects a state y(t − ρ(y(t))) in the past to which the system reacts.
For studies of such models, see [8,12–15] and others.
We shall not investigate the first equation above directly, but rewrite it in the more familiar
form
x′(t) = g(x(t − r(xt ))). (1.1)
In order to explain this we need to be a little more precise. Let h > 0 be given; h stands for the
maximal delay in the system. The segment, or history xt : [−h,0] → R of the solution is given
by xt (s) = x(t + s). For any function φ : [−h,0] → R the functional r we seek must satisfy the
equation
r(φ) = d(φ(−r(φ))). (1.2)
In Section 2 below Eq. (1.2) will be solved, for suitable d and φ.
We assume that g satisfies
ξg(ξ) < 0 for ξ = 0
which represents negative feedback with respect to the state ξ = 0. The main result, Theo-
rem 8.2, states that there exists a non-constant periodic solution provided d :R → (0, h) and g
are bounded and continuously differentiable, the equilibrium solution t → 0 is linearly unstable,
and further hypotheses are satisfied.
During the past decades several methods were developed to obtain periodic solutions of au-
tonomous delay differential equations, both for equations with time-invariant delay and with
state-dependent delay. For references, see [3,5,6,20]. A very general existence result is due to
Mallet-Paret, Nussbaum and Paraskevopoulos [14]. A basic concept for a negative feedback
equation with a single equilibrium φ = 0 goes back to Jones’ first paper [7] in this area. It begins
with a set of initial data to which solutions return, after an excursion into the ambient space. One
looks for a fixed point φ = 0 of the map of first return; such a fixed point defines the desired
periodic solution. In order to find it, linear instability of the zero solution is exploited.
The proof in the present paper uses this concept and is guided by the approach in [16] (see
also [17] and Chapter XV in [3]), where the analogue of Eq. (1.1) with constant delay was
studied. In [16] it is shown that the segments of the solutions defining the return map remain in
a wedge containing a 2-dimensional unstable space of the linearized equation. This is used to
obtain growth of small solutions of the nonlinear equation away from zero, which in turn leads
to a closed invariant set for the return map without the point 0. Schauder’s fixed point theorem
can be applied and yields the fixed point φ = 0.
The state-dependent delay in Eq. (1.1) complicates the program just sketched. In the sequel
we describe the organization of the paper and mention some of the obstructions caused by the
state-dependent delay. First of all, uniqueness for the solutions of the initial value problem (IVP)
x′(t) = g(x(t − r(xt ))), x0 = φ (1.3)
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tion 2 we introduce a positively invariant subset I ⊂ C of Lipschitz continuous initial data for
which the IVP (1.3) is well posed. Also basic properties of the delay functional r : I → (0, h) are
established.
In Section 3 we find a convex compact set K ⊂ I so that nontrivial solutions starting in K are
slowly oscillating on (0,∞) in the sense that zeros are spaced at distances larger than d(0), the
delay at equilibrium. The segments of these solutions return to K , and we obtain a continuous
return map R :K → K . K and R are in principle suitable for the application of fixed point
theorems, but 0 is a fixed point which attracts certain other φ ∈ K , which makes it difficult to
find another fixed point. Moreover, in the framework of Sections 2 and 3 we cannot linearize.
This lack of smoothness is due to the state-dependent delay.
Before linearization is addressed, we establish in Section 4 that the decay of solutions starting
from a certain subset K0 ⊂ K is controlled by an estimate. Due to the state-dependent delay the
proof of this estimate is considerably more intricate than its counterpart in [3,16].
Section 5 provides the framework for linearization. Let C1 = C1([−h,0],R). Solutions start-
ing in I have their segments xt for t  h in the set
X = {φ ∈ U : φ′(0) = g(φ(−r(φ)))}.
Here U is a certain open subset of C1. Under mild smoothness conditions on g and d the set X
becomes a continuously differentiable submanifold of C1 with codimension 1, called the solu-
tion manifold. On X the IVP (1.3) generates a continuous semiflow F : [0,∞) × X → X with
continuously differentiable solution operators F(t, ·), see [18,19] and Sections 3.1–3.2 in [6].
Section 6 is based on Section 3.4 in [6] and deals with the linearization of F at 0 ∈ X, that is,
with the strongly continuous semigroup formed by the operators St = D2F(t,0) on the tangent
space T0X ⊂ C1. These operators are given by
D2F(t,0)χ = vt
with the continuously differentiable solution v : [−h,∞) → R of the IVP
v′(t) = g′(0)v(t − d(0)), v0 = χ (1.4)
for χ ∈ T0X. The same IVP, but for data in the bigger space C, generates a strongly continuous
semigroup (Tt )t0 on C, which is an extension of the linearization (St )t0. We shall have to deal
with both semigroups. The spectra of the generators of both semigroups coincide and are given
by the well-known characteristic equation
λ− g′(0)e−λd(0) = 0. (1.5)
For g′(0)d(0) < −π2 the linear IVPs are unstable, and there is a leading complex conjugate pair
of eigenvalues in the right halfplane [21]. This pair defines an associated realified generalized
eigenspace L ⊂ T0X ⊂ C1 ⊂ C of dimension 2, the same for both generators. The segments of
the solutions of both linear IVPs on L, for data in C and for data in T0X ⊂ C1, respectively,
increase in norm exponentially.
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the complementary space of L for the generator of the semigroup on C then Q ∩ T0X is the
complementary space of L for the generator of the semigroup on T0X,
T0X = L⊕ (Q∩ T0X). (1.6)
In Section 7 we derive an estimate which shows that along slowly oscillating solutions starting
in K0 the spectral projection P :C → C along Q onto L does not become small. The proof uses
the estimate of Section 4.
The final Section 8 begins with a choice of local coordinates at 0 ∈ X in the tangent space
T0X. Then the result of Section 7, the exponential growth in L ⊂ T0X ⊂ C1, and linearization
of a time-τ -map F(τ, ·) are combined to achieve the following: Along small trajectories t → xt
(of the nonlinear IVP (1.3)) which started in K0 and entered X the component of the local
coordinates in L ⊂ T0X (with respect to the decomposition (1.6)) increases in norm at a certain
rate, in discrete steps of the variable t with length τ .
This instability result is sufficient to show that the fixed point 0 of the restricted return map
K0
R−→ K0 is ejective, which means that for every φ = 0 in a neighbourhood U of 0 in K0 there
exists n ∈ N with Rn(φ) /∈ U . Then Browder’s ejective fixed point principle [2] yields a further
fixed point φ = 0, which defines the desired periodic solution.
The proof of Theorem 8.2 differs from the approach in [16] also in parts which are independent
from the nature of the delay. Let us mention the derivation of the estimate of the projection in
Proposition 7.4, which does not involve a semigroup operator Tt (or St ) any more, and the proof
of growth of small solutions in Proposition 8.1, which is based on linearization of a map F(τ, ·),
in the absence of a Hale–Perello functional as it could be used in Lemma 1 in [16].
The hypotheses (2.1)–(2.3) on g and d , in Section 2 below, are designed to allow for relatively
large deviations of the delay from its value at equilibrium. The assumption (3.2) d(0) = h2 in
Section 3 helps to avoid technically more complicated proofs, notably in Section 4.
The present paper studies only the simplest differential equation for delayed negative feed-
back, together with a specific type of state-dependent delay which may be of interest for ap-
plications. With an additional term −μx(t) on the right-hand side and a suitable choice of the
function g equations of the form (1.1) model the regulation of the density of various types of
blood cells, see [4] and the references given there. In a discussion with the author M.C. Mackey
pointed out that in case of white blood cells the delay function d in Eq. (1.2) should be taken
decreasing [10].
An objective of the paper beside the main result is to bring out the role of the linearization
(on T0X), as opposed to the IVP (1.4) on the space C, and to describe unstable behaviour of
small solutions in detail. In earlier work on periodic solutions of equations with state-dependent
delay (see [1,8,9,11–14] and others) the (true) linearization remains hidden. Instead an heuristic
approach is used: Freeze the delay at equilibrium, then linearize the IVP on C given by the
equation with constant delay! This recipe yields the analogue of the linear IVP (1.4) for initial
data in C; see Section 3.4 in [6] for more details. Alone from the IVP on C the proofs then
deduce the necessary information about unstable behaviour of solutions to the nonlinear IVP in
different ways.
An interesting open question is perhaps whether one can work only in the manifold X, without
recourse to the compact convex set K0 ⊂ I ⊂ C.
With regard to the results of [16], one may also try to find a subset of K0 which is mapped
into itself by the return map, bounded away from 0 and suitable for the application of Schauder’s
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in [16].
Notation, preliminaries. For a map f :M → M ′, M and M ′ metric spaces, the Lipschitz con-
stant is defined by
lip(f ) = sup
x =y
d(f (x), f (y))
d(x, y)
∞.
We shall make use of the next fact.
Proposition 1.1. Suppose J,J ′ are adjacent intervals of positive length, with one point in com-
mon, f :J ∪ J ′ → R. Then
lip(f )max
{
lip(f |J ), lip(f |J ′)}.
The spaces C,C1 are equipped with the norms given by
‖φ‖ = max
−ht0
∣∣φ(t)∣∣
and
‖φ‖1 = ‖φ‖ + ‖φ′‖,
respectively.
In the course of the paper hypotheses on g and d are introduced where they are needed. All
hypotheses are summarized just before Theorem 8.2.
The monographs [3,5] and the survey paper [6] serve as standard references and are not always
mentioned.
2. The delay functional and the initial value problem
In this section we assume that h > 0, g :R →R, d :R → (0, h) and G> 0 satisfy
sup
ξ∈R
∣∣g(ξ)∣∣<G< ∞, lip(g) < ∞, (2.1)
0 <Δ = inf
ξ∈Rd(ξ) < d(0), lip(d) < ∞, (2.2)
lip(d)G< 1. (2.3)
Set
q = lip(d)G
and
I = {φ ∈ C: lip(φ)G}.
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lip(d ◦ φ) lip(d)G = q < 1. (2.4)
For every φ ∈ I there exists a unique r = r(φ) ∈ (0, h) so that
r = d(φ(−r))
since the right-hand side of this equation is given by a contraction. This defines our delay func-
tional
r : I → (0, h).
Proposition 2.1.
(i) Δ r(φ) for all φ ∈ I .
(ii) lip(r) lip(d)1−q .
(iii) For φ,ψ in I with φ(t) = ψ(t) in [−h,−Δ],
r(φ) = r(ψ).
(iv) r(0) = d(0).
Proof. (i) is obvious from the equation defining r . (ii) follows from
∣∣r(φ)− r(ψ)∣∣ ∣∣d(φ(−r(φ)))− d(ψ(−r(φ)))∣∣+ ∣∣d(ψ(−r(φ)))− d(ψ(−r(ψ)))∣∣
 lip(d)‖φ −ψ‖ + lip(d) lip(ψ)∣∣r(φ)− r(ψ)∣∣
 lip(d)‖φ −ψ‖ + lip(d)G∣∣r(φ)− r(ψ)∣∣
= lip(d)‖φ −ψ‖ + q∣∣r(φ)− r(ψ)∣∣.
Proof of (iii). By (i), r(ψ)Δ. Using this and the hypothesis, we get
r(ψ) = d(ψ(−r(ψ)))= d(φ(−r(ψ))).
So r(ψ) satisfies the equation for r(φ). By uniqueness, r(ψ) = r(φ).
Proof of (iv). For φ = 0, rˆ = d(0) solves the equation r = d(φ(−r)) defining r(0). Use
uniqueness. 
Now we define solutions of Eq. (1.1): These are either differentiable functions x :R → R
with xt ∈ I for all t ∈ R which satisfy Eq. (1.1) everywhere, or continuous functions
x : [t0 − 1,∞) → R, t0 ∈ R, with xt ∈ I for all t  t0 and with a differentiable restriction to
[t0,∞) which satisfies Eq. (1.1) everywhere.
Solutions x : [t0 −h, te) → R, t0 < te, on bounded intervals or on (−∞, te), te ∈ R, are defined
analogously.
Notice that for a solution x the map t → xt ∈ C is continuous, and that lip(x)G (compare
Proposition 1.1) and lip(d ◦ x) q .
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of the same IVP is a restriction of x.
Proof. 1. (Preparation) We define a sequence of continuous functions x(j) : [−h, jΔ] → R,
j ∈ N0, with lip(x(j))G as follows. For j = 0, x(0) = φ. Suppose x(j), j ∈ N0, is known (with
lip(x(j))  G). Extend x = x(j) by its value at jΔ to a function xˆ = xˆ(j) on [−h, (j + 1)Δ].
Then lip(xˆ) = lip(x)G. For s ∈ [jΔ, (j + 1)Δ] we have s − r(xˆs) s − Δ jΔ. The map
[jΔ, (j + 1)Δ]  s → xˆs ∈ C is continuous and has values in I . As g and r are continuous we
infer that the equations
x(j+1)(t) = x(j)(t) for t ∈ [−h, jΔ],
x(j+1)(t) = x(j)(jΔ)+
t∫
jΔ
g
(
x(j)
(
s − r(xˆ(j)s )))ds for t ∈ (jΔ, (j + 1)Δ]
define a continuous real function x(j+1) on [−h, (j + 1)Δ]. One sees that lip(x(j+1))G.
2. (Existence) From part 1 we obtain a continuous function x : [−h,∞) → R with x(t) =
x(j)(t) on [−h, jΔ], j ∈ N0. In particular, x0 = φ. It follows that lip(x)G, and thereby xs ∈ I
for all s  0.
Let j ∈ N0, jΔ t  (j + 1)Δ, jΔ s  t . Then
r
(
xˆ
(j)
s
)= r(xs) (2.5)
since for −h u−Δ we have s + u jΔ, hence
xˆ
(j)
s (u) = x(j)(s + u) = x(s + u) = xs(u),
and Proposition 2.1(iii) yields Eq. (2.5).
Using Eq. (2.5) and the integral equations involving x(j+1), x(j), xˆ(j) (see part 1) we infer
x(t) = φ(0)+
t∫
0
g
(
x
(
s − r(xs)
))
ds
for every t  0. Notice that the map [0,∞)  s → g(x(s − r(xs))) ∈ R is continuous. It follows
that the restriction of x to [0,∞) is differentiable, and satisfies Eq. (1.1).
3. (Uniqueness) Suppose y : [−h, te) → R, 0 < te ∞, is another solution of the IVP (1.3),
with y0 = φ = x0 and y(t) = x(t) for some t ∈ (0, te). For t0 = inf{s ∈ (0, te): y(s) = x(s)} we
find 0 t0 < te and y(s) = x(s) on [−h, t0]. For t ∈ (t0, t0 +Δ]∩ [t0, te), integration of Eq. (1.1)
yields
x(t)− y(t) =
t∫
t0
(
g
(
x
(
s − r(xs)
))− g(y(s − r(ys))))ds
=
t∫ (
g
(
x
(
s − r(xs)
))− g(x(s − r(ys))))ds
t0
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Δ] ∩ [t0, te) and for all u ∈ [−h,−Δ] we have xs(u) = ys(u), which implies (compare part 2)
r(xs) = r(ys).
But then the last integral equals zero, and x(t) − y(t) = 0 on [t0, t0 + Δ] ∩ [t0, te), which yields
a contradiction to the definition of t0. 
Proposition 2.3 (Continuous dependence on initial data).
(i) The functional
fI : I  φ → g
(
φ
(−r(φ))) ∈ R
satisfies
lip(fI )
lip(g)
1 − q .
(ii) For all φ ∈ I , ψ ∈ I , t  0,
∥∥xφt − xψt ∥∥ ‖φ −ψ‖elip(fI )t .
(iii) For every T > 0 there exists c(T ) 1 so that for all t ∈ [−h,T ], φ ∈ I , ψ ∈ I we have
∣∣xφ(t)− xψ(t)∣∣ c(T )‖φ −ψ‖.
Proof. 1. Assertion (i) follows from the estimate
∣∣fI (φ)− fI (ψ)∣∣ ∣∣g(φ(−r(φ)))− g(φ(−r(ψ)))∣∣+ ∣∣g(φ(−r(ψ)))− g(ψ(−r(ψ)))∣∣

(
lip(g)G lip(r)+ lip(g))‖φ −ψ‖ lip(g)
(
G
lip(d)
1 − q + 1
)
‖φ −ψ‖
(see Proposition 2.1(ii))
= lip(g)
(
q
1 − q + 1
)
‖φ −ψ‖ = lip(g)
1 − q ‖φ −ψ‖
for all φ, ψ in I .
2. Proof of assertions (ii) and (iii). Let φ ∈ I , ψ ∈ I , x = xφ , y = xψ . For every t  0 and for
−h u 0 with t + u 0 we have
∣∣x(t + u)− y(t + u)∣∣ ‖φ −ψ‖,
while in case 0 < t + u we have
∣∣x(t + u)− y(t + u)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣x(0)− y(0)+
t+u∫ (
fI (xs)− fI (ys)
)
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
0
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 ‖φ −ψ‖ + lip(fI )
t∫
0
‖xs − ys‖ds.
It follows that for every t  0 we get
‖xt − yt‖ ‖φ −ψ‖ + lip(fI )
t∫
0
‖xs − ys‖ds,
and Gronwall’s lemma yields assertion (ii), which in turn implies assertion (iii). 
Corollary 2.4. For every T  0 there exists cˆ(T ) 1 with
∣∣(xψ)′(t)− (xφ)′(t)∣∣ cˆ(T )‖ψ − φ‖
for all ψ ∈ I , φ ∈ I , t ∈ [0, T ].
Proof. Using Proposition 2.3 we obtain
∣∣(xφ)′(t)− (xψ)′(t)∣∣= ∣∣fI (xφt )− fI (xψt )∣∣ lip(fI )∥∥xφt − xψt ∥∥ lip(fI )‖φ −ψ‖elip(fI )t
for all φ ∈ I , ψ ∈ I , t  0, and the assertion follows. 
Corollary 2.5 (Continuity in (t, φ)). Let φ ∈ I , t  0,  > 0. Then there exists δ > 0 so that for
all ψ ∈ I with ‖ψ − φ‖ < δ and all s ∈ (t − δ, t + δ)∩ [0,∞) we have
∥∥xψs − xφt ∥∥< .
Proof. Let x = xφ , T = t + . Choose c(T ) according to Proposition 2.3. As x is uniformly
continuous on [−h,T ] there exists δ ∈ (0, 2c(T ) ) so that for u,v in [−h,T ] with |u − v| < δ we
have |x(u) − x(v)| < 2 . Let s ∈ (t − δ, t + δ) ∩ [0,∞) and ψ ∈ I with ‖ψ − φ‖ < δ be given.
Set y = xψ . For every u ∈ [−h,0] we get
∣∣ys(u)− xt (u)∣∣= ∣∣y(s + u)− x(t + u)∣∣

∣∣y(s + u)− x(s + u)∣∣+ ∣∣x(s + u)− x(t + u)∣∣.
We have s + u s < t + δ < t +  = T . Therefore Proposition 2.3 yields
∣∣y(s + u)− x(s + u)∣∣ c(T )‖ψ − φ‖ < c(T )δ < 
2
.
By uniform continuity, |x(s + u)− x(t + u)| < 2 . 
The next result will frequently be used.
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tx : [0,∞)  s → s − r(xs) ∈ R
is strictly increasing and unbounded, with
tx
(
s + d(x(s)))= s
for all s  0. In particular, for 0 s < t ,
s + d(x(s))< t + d(x(t)).
Proof. 1. (Monotonicity) For dx = d ◦x we have lip(dx) q < 1, and tx is Lipschitz continuous,
due to the estimate
∣∣r(xt )− r(xs)∣∣ lip(r)‖xt − xs‖ lip(r) lip(x)|t − s|
for t  s  0. Also,
s − tx(s) = r(xs) = d
(
xs
(−r(xs)))= dx(tx(s))= dx ◦ tx(s)
for all s  0. Because of Lipschitz continuity the function tx is differentiable almost everywhere,
and it remains to show that (tx)′(s) > 0 wherever tx is differentiable. Consider such s. In case
(tx)
′(s) = 0 the Lipschitz continuity of dx yields that also dx ◦ tx is differentiable at s, with
0 = (dx ◦ tx)′(s) = 1 − (tx)′(s),
in contradiction to the assumption (tx)′(s) = 0. It follows that (tx)′(s) = 0. Using this and the
equation id − tx = dx ◦ tx one shows that dx is differentiable at u = tx(s), with
(dx)
′(u) = 1 − (tx)
′(s)
(tx)′(s)
.
Consequently, (tx)′(s)[1 + (dx)′(u)] = 1, which gives (tx)′(s) > 0, in view of |(dx)′(u)| 
lip(dx) < 1.
2. Unboundedness is obvious from tx(s) s − h.
3. Let s  0. As tx(s + d(x(s))) = s + d(x(s))− r(xs+d(x(s))) we have to show
s + d(x(s))− r(xs+d(x(s))) = s
or equivalently,
d
(
x(s)
)= r(xs+d(x(s))).
Set rˆ = r(xs+d(x(s))). The equation defining rˆ is
rˆ = d(x(s + d(x(s))− rˆ))
which is solved by r˜ = d(x(s)). By uniqueness, rˆ = r˜ . 
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elementary arguments. The author owes the present, somewhat shorter proof given above to the
anonymous referee.
Corollary 2.7. For every solution x : [−h,∞) → R of Eq. (1.1) the derivative x′ : [0,∞) → R is
continuous.
Proof. Use x′(s) = g(x(tx(s))) for all s  0. 
3. Negative feedback, slowly oscillating solutions
In addition to (2.1)–(2.3) we assume in this section the condition for negative feedback,
namely g(0) = 0 and
ξg(ξ) < 0 for all ξ = 0. (3.1)
Corollary 3.1. x :R  t → 0 ∈ R is a solution of Eq. (1.1).
Proof. For all t ∈ R, xt = 0 ∈ I and x′(t) = 0 = g(0) = g(x(t − r(xt ))). 
Furthermore it is convenient to assume in our case study from here on that
d(0) = h
2
. (3.2)
Set h0 = h2 .
Proposition 3.2.
(i) For φ ∈ I with φ(−h0) = 0, r(φ) = h0.
(ii) For φ ∈ I with φ(t) = 0 on [−h0,0], xφ(t) = 0 on [−h0,∞).
Proof. 1. On (i): r = h0 is a solution of the equation r = d(φ(−r)) defining r(φ), because of
h0 = d(0) = d(φ(−h0)). Use uniqueness.
2. Proof of (ii). The function x : [−h,∞) →R given by x0 = φ and x(t) = 0 for t > 0 satisfies
lip(x)G, hence xt ∈ I for all t  0. Also, for t  0, t − r(xt ) 0 − r(x0) = −r(φ) = −h0, by
Proposition 2.6. This yields x′(t) = 0 = g(0) = g(x(t − r(xt ))) for all t  0 (with right derivative
at t = 0). We have xφ = x. 
Set
b = h0G
and consider the closed subset
K = {φ ∈ I : ‖φ‖ b,φ(t) 0 in [−h,−h0], 0 φ(t) increasing in [−h0,0]}
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φ and ψ in I ). The theorem of Arzelà and Ascoli yields compactness, as K is closed, bounded
and equicontinuous.
Proposition 3.3. Let φ ∈ K ∪ (−K), φ(0) = 0, x = xφ .
(i) If x has no zero in [0,∞) then x(t) → 0 as t → ∞.
(ii) Otherwise there is a smallest zero z = z(φ) of x in (0,∞). In case φ ∈ K , x is decreasing
on [0, z + h0], with x′(t) < 0 on [z, z + h0), −b  x(z + h0) and 0 = x′(z + h0). In case
φ ∈ (−K), x is increasing on [0, z + h0], with x′(t) > 0 on [z, z + h0), x(z + h0) b and
0 = x′(z + h0).
Proof. 1. Proof of (i) for φ ∈ K . Then φ(0) > 0. Assume x(t) > 0 on [0,∞). For every t  0,
t−r(xt ) 0−r(x0) = −h0, by Proposition 2.6. Hence x(t−r(xt )) 0 (use φ ∈ K), and thereby
x′(t) = g(x(t − r(xt ))) 0 (see (3.1)). It follows that for t → ∞, x(t) → infx([0,∞)) = c 0.
Using t − r(xt )  t − h we infer x(t − r(xt )) → c as t → ∞. Consequently, x′(t) = g(x(t −
r(xt ))) → g(c) 0 as t → ∞. In case c > 0 we would have x(t) → −∞ as t → ∞, in contra-
diction to positivity on [0,∞).
2. Proof of (ii) for φ ∈ K . Then φ(0) > 0. The smallest zero z = inf{ζ  0: x(ζ ) = 0} is
positive. There exists t0 ∈ [−h0,0) with φ(t) = 0 on [−h0, t0] and 0 < φ(t) on [t0,0]. Propo-
sition 2.6, the equations 0 = x(−h0) = x(t0) = 0 = x(z) and hypothesis (3.2) combined imply
that the strictly increasing map tx maps the interval [0, t0 + h0] = [−h0 + h0, t0 + h0] onto
[−h0, t0] and (t0 + h0, z + h0) onto (t0, z). Hence x′(t) = g(x(t − r(xt ))) = g(x(tx(t))) = 0 on
[0, t0 + h0], and thereby x(t) = φ(0) on this interval. In particular, t0 + h0 < z and 0 < x(t) on
(t0, z). It follows that x′(t) = g(x(t − r(xt ))) = g(x(tx(t))) < 0 on (t0 + h0, z + h0) (see (3.1)).
Also, x′(z + h0) = g(x(tx(z + h0))) = g(x(z)) = g(0) = 0.
From |x′(t)|G on [0,∞) we get x(z + h0)−h0G = −b.
3. The proofs in case φ ∈ (−K) are analogous. 
In order to guarantee existence of zeros we need a further hypothesis, which we assume from
now on:
g is differentiable at t = 0 and d(0)g′(0) < −1. (3.3)
It follows that there exists g− ∈ (0,1) with
g−|ξ |
∣∣g(ξ)∣∣ on [−b, b]. (3.4)
Observe that the hypotheses (2.3) and (3.3) are compatible.
Proposition 3.4. There exists c1 > 0 such that for every φ ∈ K∪(−K) with φ(0) = 0 the solution
xφ has a zero in (0, c1].
Proof. 1. Choose 0 ∈ (0, d(0)) with (d(0)− 0)g′(0) < −1 − 0. Then
lim
g(ξ) = g′(0) < − 1 + 0 .0=ξ→0 ξ d(0)− 0
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d(0)− 0 < d(ξ)
and
(
d(0)− 0
)∣∣g(ξ)∣∣ (1 + 0)|ξ |
on [−δ0, δ0]. Let
c1 = b − δ0
g−δ0
+ 4h.
2. Let φ ∈ K and φ(0) > 0, x = xφ . We argue by contradiction and assume x(t) > 0 on [0, c1].
As in the proof of Proposition 3.3 we get x′(t) 0 on [0, c1] and 0 < x(t) x(0) b on [0, c1].
2.1. We show that there exists
t0 ∈
[
0,
b − δ0
g−δ0
+ 2h
]
with x(t0) δ0. Assume the contrary. On
[
2h,
b − δ0
g−δ0
+ 2h
]
we have g(x(s − r(xs)))−g−x(s − r(xs)) < −g−δ0. It follows that
δ0 < x
(
b − δ0
g−δ0
+ 2h
)
= x(2h)+
b−δ0
g−δ0 +2h∫
2h
x′(t) dt
= x(2h)+
b−δ0
g−δ0 +2h∫
2h
g
(
x
(
t − r(xt )
))
dt < x(2h)− g−δ0 b − δ0
g−δ0
.
This inequality yields a contradiction to x(2h) b.
2.2. By monotonicity, 0 < x(t)  x(t0)  δ0 on [t0, t0 + 2h] ⊂ [0, c1]. Let t1 = t0 + h,
t2 = t1 + d(x(t1)) ( t0 + 2h). Then tx(t2) = t1. For t1  s  t2 we have
t0 = t1 − h t1 − r(xt1) s − r(xs) t2 − r(xt2) = t1 = t0 + h.
For such s we infer 0 < x(s − r(xs)) x(t0) δ0, hence
g
(
x
(
s − r(xs)
))
− 1 + 0
d(0)− 0 x
(
s − r(xs)
)
− 1 + 0
d(0)− 0 x(t1)
(with the monotonicity of x on [0, c1]). It follows that
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t2∫
t1
x′(s) ds = x(t1)+
t2∫
t1
g
(
x
(
s − r(xs)
))
ds
 x(t1)− 1 + 0
d(0)− 0 (t2 − t1)x(t1).
From 0 < x(t1) δ0 we have t2 − t1 = d(x(t1)) d(0)− 0 > 0. Using this we get
x(t2) x(t1)
[
1 − (1 + 0)
]= −0x(t1) < 0
which is a contradiction to the assumption that x is positive on [0, c1].
3. The proof for φ ∈ (−K) is analogous. 
Corollary 3.5. Let φ ∈ K , φ(0) > 0, x = xφ . Then
∣∣x(t)∣∣ b on [−h,∞)
and the zeros of x in (0,∞) form a strictly increasing sequence of points zj = zj (φ), j ∈ N, with
the following properties:
z1 < c1, x
′(t) 0 in [0, z1] and x′(t) < 0 in [z1, z1 + h0),
zj + h0 < zj+1 < zj + c1 + h0 for all j ∈ N,
0 < x′(t) in (zj + h0, zj+1 + h0) for j odd,
x′(t) < 0 in (zj + h0, zj+1 + h0) for j even.
In particular,
xzj+h0 ∈ (−K) and x(zj + h0) < 0 for j odd,
xzj+h0 ∈ K and x(zj + h0) > 0 for j even
and
x′(zj ) = 0 for all j ∈ N.
Proof. Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 show that there is a first zero z1 < c1, and x′(t) 0 on (0, z1),
x′(t) < 0 on [z1, z1 +h0), x(z1 +h0)−b. For ψ = xz1+h0 ∈ (−K) we have xψ(t) = x(t+z1 +
h0) on [−h,∞). An application of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 to xψ shows that x has a smallest
zero z2 < z1 + h0 + c1 in (z1 + h0,∞), and x′(t) 0 in (z1 + h0, z2), x′(t) > 0 in [z2, z2 + h0),
x(z2 + h0) b. Also, xz2+h0 ∈ K and x(z2 + h0) > 0.
Proposition 2.6 yields tx(z1 +h0) = z1 and tx(z2 +h0) = z2 since zj +d(x(zj )) = zj +d(0) =
zj + h0 for j ∈ {1,2}. As tx is strictly increasing we obtain that for z1 + h0 < s < z2 + h0,
z1 < tx(s) = s − r(xs) < z2.
Hence x(s − r(xs)) < 0, which gives x′(s) = g(x(s − r(xs))) > 0.
Now the proof can be completed by induction. 
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same constant c1.
Solutions x of Eq. (1.1) which satisfy
z′ > z + h0 for any pair of zeros z′ > z
are called slowly oscillating.
Consider the return map R :K → K given by R(φ) = 0 if φ(0) = 0 and
R(φ) = xφz2(φ)+h0 for φ(0) > 0.
Any fixed point φ = 0 defines a (non-constant) slowly oscillating periodic solution of Eq. (1.1),
with minimal period z2(φ)+ h0.
Observe that R(K) ⊂ C1, because of h < z2(φ) + h0 for φ ∈ K with φ(0) > 0. So we have
induced maps K R−→ C and K R−→ C1.
Proposition 3.7. The maps K R−→ C and K R−→ C1 are continuous.
Proof. 1. The map
{
φ ∈ K: φ(0) > 0}  φ → z2(φ) ∈ (h0,∞)
is continuous. We only sketch the proof: The assertion follows from continuous dependence
(Proposition 2.3) in combination with simplicity of the zeros z1(φ), z2(φ) and the distance rela-
tions zj (φ)+ h0 < zj+1(φ) (Corollary 3.5).
2. Consider the map K R−→ C. Let T = 2(c1 + h0). Then T > z2(φ) + h0 for φ ∈ K with
φ(0) > 0.
2.1. Continuity at φ ∈ K with φ(0) > 0. Let x = xφ , z2 = z2(φ). For all ψ in a neighbourhood
of φ in K we have ψ(0) > 0. For such ψ set y = xψ and ζ2 = z2(ψ). For each s ∈ [−h,0] we
get
∣∣R(ψ)(s)−R(φ)(s)∣∣= ∣∣y(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x(z2 + h0 + s)∣∣

∣∣y(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x(ζ2 + h0 + s)∣∣+ ∣∣x(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x(z2 + h0 + s)∣∣
 c(T )‖ψ − φ‖ + ∣∣x(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x(z2 + h0 + s)∣∣
(with Proposition 2.3). The preceding estimate, uniform continuity of x on [−h,T ] and part 1
combined yield continuity at φ.
2.2. Continuity at φ ∈ K with φ(0) = 0. For ψ ∈ K with ψ(0) = 0 we have
‖R(ψ)−R(φ)‖ = 0. For all ψ ∈ K with ψ(0) > 0 and s ∈ [−h,0] we have
∣∣R(ψ)(s)−R(φ)(s)∣∣= ∣∣xψ(z2(ψ)+ h0 + s)− 0∣∣
= ∣∣xψ(z2(ψ)+ h0 + s)− xφ(z2(ψ)+ h0 + s)∣∣ c(T )‖ψ − φ‖
(with Proposition 2.3). Now continuity at φ becomes obvious.
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3.1. Continuity at φ ∈ K with φ(0) > 0. Let x = xφ , z2 = z2(φ). On a neighbourhood of φ in
K we have ψ(0) > 0. For such ψ , let y = xψ and ζ2 = z2(ψ). For each s ∈ [−h,0] we get
∣∣(R(ψ))′(s)− (R(φ))′(s)∣∣= ∣∣y′(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x′(z2 + h0 + s)∣∣

∣∣y′(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x′(ζ2 + h0 + s)∣∣
+ ∣∣x′(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x′(z2 + h0 + s)∣∣
 cˆ(T )‖ψ − φ‖ + ∣∣x′(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x′(z2 + h0 + s)∣∣
(see Corollary 2.4). The preceding estimate, uniform continuity of x′ on [0, T ] (Corollary 2.7)
and part 1 combined yield continuity at φ.
3.2. Continuity at φ ∈ K with φ(0) = 0. Let x = xφ , ψ ∈ K , y = xψ . In case ψ(0) = 0 we
have
∥∥(R(ψ))′ − (R(φ))′∥∥= ‖0 − 0‖ = 0.
In case ψ(0) > 0 let ζ2 = z2(ψ). For each s ∈ [−h,0] we get
∣∣(R(ψ))′(s)− (R(φ))′(s)∣∣= ∣∣y′(ζ2 + h0 + s)− 0∣∣
= ∣∣y′(ζ2 + h0 + s)− x′(ζ2 + h0 + s)∣∣ cˆ(T )‖ψ − φ‖
(see Corollary 2.4). Now continuity at φ becomes obvious. 
4. Bounds for the decay of slowly oscillating solutions
In this section we assume that all hypotheses (2.1)–(2.3) and (3.1)–(3.3) are satisfied. Choose
g+ > 1 so that
(
g−|ξ |
) ∣∣g(ξ)∣∣ g+|ξ | on [−b, b]
and
2
g+
<Δ.
For any continuous real function x and t ∈ R with [t − h0, t] in the domain of definition of x,
define
m(x, t) = max
t−h0st
∣∣x(s)∣∣.
Choose N ∈ N so that
p = h0
N
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p <
1
4g+
.
In the sequel p <Δ< d(0) = h0 = h2 serves as a stepsize.
The next two propositions establish an estimate of the form
const ·m(x, t)m(x, t + p)
along slowly oscillating solutions of Eq. (1.1) which start in K ∪ (−K).
Let
c21 = g−32g+ (1 − q).
Then c21 < 12 .
Proposition 4.1. Let φ ∈ K ∪ (−K), φ(0) = 0, x = xφ , z = z1(φ).
(i) If 0 t  h0 or if −h0  t and m(x, t) = |x(t)| then
1
2
m(x, t)m(x, t + p).
(ii) For every t ∈ [h0, z + h0 − p] with |x(t)| <m(x, t) there exists
t∗ ∈
[
t − h0 + p, t − h0 + d
(
x(t − h0)
)+ 2
g+
]
with
c21m(x, t)
∣∣x(t∗)∣∣.
Proof. 1. We only consider the case φ ∈ K and φ(0) > 0 since the proof in the other case is
analogous. By p <Δ< h0,
t ∈ [t − h0 + p, t + p]
for any t ∈ R.
2. Let γ (t) = x(0) − tg+x(0) for t ∈ R. Then γ (0) = x(0) and γ ( 1g+ ) = 0. We show 1g+  z
and x(t) γ (t) on [0, 1
g+ ].
Assume z < 1
g+ . For 0  t  z we get z  t − r(xt )  0 − r(x0) = −h0. Hence
x(t − r(xt )) 0. It follows that
x′(t) = g(x(t − r(xt )))−g+x(t − r(xt ))−g+x(0) = γ ′(t)
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which contradicts x(z) = 0.
Knowing 1
g+  z we obtain as before that x
′(t) γ ′(t) on [0, 1
g+ ], which yields x(t) γ (t)
on [0, 1
g+ ].
3. In case −h0  t and m(x, t) = |x(t)| part 1 gives m(x, t)m(x, t + p).
4. In case 0 t  12g+ (< h0) the inequality
1
g+  z combined with the monotonicity proper-
ties of x on [−h0, z] and with t − h0  0 t yield
m(x, t) = x(0) = 2γ
(
1
2g+
)
 2x
(
1
2g+
)
 2x(t).
Using part 1 we infer 12m(x, t) x(t)m(x, t + p).
5. The case 12g+  t  h0 (< z + h0) and |x(t)| < m(x, t). Then t − h0  0 12g+  t . The
monotonicity properties of x on [−h0, t] ⊂ [−h0, z + h0] and the inequality |x(t)| < m(x, t)
combined imply (in both subcases t  z and z < t < z + h0 − p) that m(x, t) = x(0). We also
have
t − h0 + p  t − h0 + 12g+ 
1
2g+
 t.
It follows that
1
2
m(x, t) = 1
2
x(0) = γ
(
1
2g+
)
 x
(
1
2g+
)
m(x, t + p).
6. Assertion (i) follows from parts 3, 4 and 5.
7. The case h0  t  h0 + 12g+ and t  z + h0 − p and |x(t)| <m(x, t). We have
0 t − h0  12g+ 
3
4g+
< z and t  z + h0.
The monotonicity properties of x on [0, z + h0] and the inequality |x(t)| < m(x, t) combined
yield m(x, t) = x(t − h0) (> 0). On [ 12g+ , 34g+ ] we have
x(s) γ (s) x(0)
4
 x(t − h0)
4
= m(x, t)
4
.
Set
u = 1
2g+
+ d
(
x
(
1
2g+
))
, v = 3
4g+
+ d
(
x
(
3
4g+
))
.
Then u < v (recall lip(d ◦ x)  q < 1), and tx maps [u,v] onto [ 12g+ , 34g+ ]. It follows that on[u,v] we have
∣∣x′(s)∣∣= ∣∣g(x(s − r(xs)))∣∣ g−∣∣x(s − r(xs))∣∣= g−x(s − r(xs)) g−m(x, t).4
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∣∣x(v)− x(u)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
v∫
u
x′(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣=
v∫
u
∣∣x′(s)∣∣ds  (v − u)g−
4
m(x, t) > 0.
Observe
v − u = 3
4g+
− 1
2g+
+ d
(
x
(
3
4g+
))
− d
(
x
(
1
2g+
))
 (1 − q)
(
3
4g+
− 1
2g+
)
= (1 − q) 1
4g+
.
We infer
∣∣x(v)− x(u)∣∣ (1 − q) g−
16g+
m(x, t).
It follows that
∣∣x(u)∣∣ 1
2
(1 − q) g−
16g+
m(x, t) or
∣∣x(v)∣∣ 1
2
(1 − q) g−
16g+
m(x, t).
Set t∗ = u if the first of these inequalities holds, and t∗ = v otherwise. Then u t∗  v. We have
t − h0 + p  12g+ +Δ
1
2g+
+ d
(
x
(
1
2g+
))
= u t∗.
Finally we derive in this part that the inequality
(t∗ ) v < t − h0 + d
(
x(t − h0)
)+ 1
2g+
holds.
We have
v − 1
2g+
= 3
4g+
+ d
(
x
(
3
4g+
))
− 1
2g+
 t − h0 + 34g+ + d
(
x
(
t − h0 + 34g+
))
− 1
2g+
(by 0 t−h0 and lip(d ◦x) q < 1). It remains to show that the right-hand side of the preceding
inequality is not larger than t − h0 + d(x(t − h0)). This statement is equivalent to the inequality
3
4g+
+ d
(
x
(
t − h0 + 34g+
))
− 1
2g+
 d
(
x(t − h0)
)
which follows from
d
(
x
(
t − h0 + 3
))
− d(x(t − h0)) q 3 < 3 < 5 = 2 − 3 .4g+ 4g+ 4g+ 4g+ g+ 4g+
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part 7. As x is decreasing on [0, z + h0] and |x(t)| < m(x, t) we have m(x, t) = x(t − h0) > 0,
and x(s) x(t − h0) = m(x, t) on [t − h0 − 12g+ , t − h0]. Set
u = t − h0 − 12g+ + d
(
x
(
t − h0 − 12g+
))
, v = t − h0 + d
(
x(t − h0)
)
.
As in part 7 we get u < v. As tx maps [u,v] onto [t − h0 − 12g+ , t − h0] we obtain that for
s ∈ [u,v],
∣∣x′(s)∣∣= ∣∣g(x(s − r(xs)))∣∣ g−∣∣x(s − r(xs))∣∣ g−m(x, t) > 0.
Using the preceding estimate and the inequality
v − u = d(x(t − h0))− d
(
x
(
t − h0 − 12g+
))
+ 1
2g+
−q 1
2g+
+ 1
2g+
= (1 − q) 1
2g+
we infer
∣∣x(v)− x(u)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
v∫
u
x′(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣=
v∫
u
∣∣x′(s)∣∣ds  (1 − q) 1
2g+
g−m(x, t).
Hence
∣∣x(u)∣∣ 1
4
(1 − q)g−
g+
m(x, t) or
∣∣x(v)∣∣ 1
4
(1 − q)g−
g+
m(x, t).
Set t∗ = u if the first of these inequalities holds, and t∗ = v otherwise. Notice
t − h0 + p  t − h0 − 12g+ +Δ
(by Δ− 12g+ > 12g+ >p)
 t − h0 − 12g+ + d
(
x
(
t − h0 − 12g+
))
= u t∗.
Also,
t∗ − 12g+ < t∗  v = t − h0 + d
(
x(t − h0)
)
.
9. Assertion (ii) follows from parts 7 and 8. 
Set
c22 = min
{
c21,
(
h
4
− 1
g+
)
h
g−
g+
}
.
Then c22 < 1 .2
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c22m(x, t)m(x, t + p).
Proof. 1. We only consider the case φ ∈ K and φ(0) > 0 since the proof in the other case is
analogous. With regard to Proposition 4.1 only the case h0  t  z+h0 −p and |x(t)| <m(x, t)
remains to be considered. The monotonicity properties of x yield m(x, t) = x(t − h0). Choose
t∗ ∈
[
t − h0 + p, t − h0 + d
(
x(t − h0)
)+ 2
g+
]
according to Proposition 4.1(ii).
2. In the subcase t∗  t + p Proposition 4.1(ii) gives c21m(x, t) |x(t∗)|m(x, t + p).
3. In the subcase t + p < t∗ and
∣∣x(w)∣∣ 1
2
m(x, t) for some w ∈ [t − h0 + p, t + p]
we have 12m(x, t)m(x, t + p).
4. The subcase t + p < t∗ and
∣∣x(w)∣∣< 1
2
m(x, t) on [t − h0 + p, t + p].
4.1. Proof of w − r(xw) < t − h0 for w ∈ [t − h0, t − 2g+ + p]. For such w,
w  t − 2
g+
+ p < t∗ − 2
g+
 t − h0 + d
(
x(t − h0)
)
(see part 1). Applying the map tx we get w − r(xw) < t − h0.
4.2. For w ∈ [t − h0 + p, t − 2g+ + p] with 0 w − r(xw) the monotonicity properties of x
in combination with t − h0  z and part 4.1 yield
0 <m(x, t) = x(t − h0) x
(
w − r(xw)
)
.
4.3. Let w ∈ [t − h0 + p, t − 2g+ + p] and w − r(xw) < 0. By the mean value theorem there
exists s ∈ (t − h0,w) with
∣∣x′(s)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣x(w)− x(t − h0)w − (t − h0)
∣∣∣∣ x(t − h0)− x(w)h0
(with 0 t − h0 <w < t < t + p  z + h0, monotonicity and 0 <w − t + h0 < h0)

2(x(t − h0)− 12m(x, t))
h
(see the subcase considered)
= m(x, t) .
h
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−h0 = 0 − r(x0) t − h0 − r(xt−h0) < s − r(xs) < w − r(xw) < 0
we get x(s − r(xs)) 0. As x increases on [−h0,0] we find
m(x, t)
h

∣∣x′(s)∣∣ (see above)
= ∣∣g(x(s − r(xs)))∣∣ g+x(s − r(xs)) g+x(w − r(xw)).
4.4. The results of parts 4.2 and 4.3 combined yield
(0 <)
m(x, t)
g+h
 x
(
w − r(xw)
)
on
[
t − h0 + p, t − 2
g+
+ p
]
.
Let
u = t − h0 + p, v = t − 2
g+
+ p.
Then t − h0 + p = u < v < t + p, and
∣∣x(v)− x(u)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
v∫
u
x′(w)dw
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
v∫
u
g
(
x
(
w − r(xw)
))
dw
∣∣∣∣∣=
v∫
u
∣∣g(x(w − r(xw)))∣∣dw
(since 0 < x(w − r(xw)) on [u,v])

(
h0 − 2
g+
)
g−
v∫
u
x
(
w − r(xw)
)
dw 
(
h0 − 2
g+
)
g−
m(x, t)
g+h
.
It follows that
∣∣x(u)∣∣ 1
2
(
h0 − 2
g+
)
g−
g+h
m(x, t)
or
∣∣x(v)∣∣ 1
2
(
h0 − 2
g+
)
g−
g+h
m(x, t)
and thereby
(
h
4
− 1
g+
)
g−
g+h
m(x, t)m(x, t + p).
5. Combining the results of Proposition 4.1(i), the results of parts 2–4 above, and the estimate
c22  c21 < 12 we finally get c22m(x, t)m(x, t + p) for all t ∈ [0, z + h0 − p]. 
Proposition 4.2 and an iteration argument yield the next result.
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cN22m(x, t)m(x, t + h0).
Set
c2 = cN22.
Then c2 < 1. In order to obtain an estimate for all t  0 we introduce the compact convex subset
K0 =
{
φ ∈ K: c2m(φ,−h0)m(φ,0)
}
of K . Notice that in K0, φ(0) = 0 implies φ = 0.
Proposition 4.4. Let φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0), x = xφ , t −h0. Then
c2m(x, t)m(x, t + h0).
Proof. 1. In case φ(0) = 0 we have φ = 0 and x(t) = 0 for all t −h, and the estimate holds
for all t −h0.
2. The case φ(0) > 0 and −h0 < t < 0. Then 0 ∈ [t, t + h0]. For −h s −h0,
c2
∣∣φ(s)∣∣ c2m(φ,−h0)m(φ,0) = φ(0)m(x, t + h0).
For −h0  s  t ,
0 φ(s) φ(t) φ(0)m(x, t + h0).
It follows that c2m(x, t)m(x, t + h0) for −h0 < t < 0.
3. In case φ ∈ (−K0) and φ(0) < 0, we get the same result as in part 2. Using this, part 2, and
Corollary 4.3 we obtain c2m(x, t)m(x, t + h0) for all φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0) with φ(0) = 0 and for
−h0  t  z1(φ). For such φ we have 0 = xφz1(φ)+h0 ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0). The proof is completed by
an induction argument. 
Now we combine the result of Proposition 4.4 with simple growth estimates as in Proposi-
tion 2.3 and Corollary 2.4.
Proposition 4.5.
(i) There exists c3 > 1 so that for all φ ∈ I and t  0,
∥∥xφs ∥∥ c3∥∥xφt ∥∥ for t  s  t + h
and
∥∥xφt+h∥∥1  c3
∥∥xφt ∥∥1.
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c4
∥∥xφt ∥∥ ∥∥xφs ∥∥ for t  s  t + h.
In case t  h,
∥∥(xφt )′∥∥ g+ c(h)
c4
∥∥xφt ∥∥.
Proof. 1. On assertion (i). Set c3 = c(h) + cˆ(h) (see Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4). Let
φ ∈ I , t  0, χ = xφt ∈ I . Then xχ(u) = xφ(t + u) for all u−h. For t  s  t + h, Proposi-
tion 2.3 yields
∥∥xφs ∥∥= ∥∥xχs−t − 0∥∥ c(h)‖χ − 0‖ = c(h)∥∥xφt ∥∥
and Corollary 2.4 gives
∥∥(xφ)′
t+h
∥∥= ∥∥(xχ )′
h
− 0∥∥ cˆ(h)‖χ − 0‖ = cˆ(h)∥∥xφt ∥∥.
Now assertion (i) becomes obvious.
2. Let φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0), x = xφ .
2.1. Proof of the first estimate in assertion (ii). Let 0 t  s  t + h. Then
‖xt‖ = max
{
m(x, t − h0),m(x, t)
}
 1
c2
m(x, t)
(see Proposition 4.4)
 1
c22
m(x, t + h0)
(again by Proposition 4.4)
 1
c22
‖xt+h‖ c3
c22
‖xs‖
(by assertion (i), and (t ) s  t + h s + h). Set c4 = c
2
2
c3
. Then c4 < 1.
2.2. Proof of the second estimate in assertion (ii). Let t  h. For −h s  0 we obtain
∣∣(xt )′(s)∣∣= ∣∣x′(t + s)∣∣= ∣∣g(x(t + s − r(xt+s)))∣∣ g+∣∣x(t + s − r(xt+s))∣∣
 g+c(h)‖xt−h‖
(Proposition 2.3 and t − 2h t + s − r(xt+s) t)
 g+c(h)
1
c4
‖xt‖
(by the first estimate in assertion (ii)). 
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In this section we assume that the hypotheses (2.1)–(2.3) are satisfied and in addition that
g and d are continuously differentiable. (5.1)
Notice that for t  h the segments xt of solutions x = xφ with φ ∈ I belong to the open subset
U = {ψ ∈ C1: ‖ψ ′‖ <G}
of the space C1 and satisfy
ψ ′(0) = g(ψ(−r(ψ))).
It is convenient to introduce the functional f :U →R given by the right-hand side of the preced-
ing equation, or equivalently,
f = g ◦ ev1 ◦
(
idU ×
(−(r|U)))
with the evaluation map
ev1 :C
1 × (−h,0)  (ψ, s) → ψ(s) ∈ R.
This map is continuously differentiable with
D ev1(ψ, s)(ψˆ, sˆ) = ψˆ(s)+ sˆψ ′(s).
Set
X = {ψ ∈ U : ψ ′(0) = f (ψ)}.
Rephrasing statements above we have that
xt ∈ X
and
x′(t) = f (xt ) (5.2)
for all t  h and all solutions of Eq. (1.1) which start in I .
In the sequel we verify the following smoothness conditions:
f is continuously differentiable, (5.3)
each derivative Df (φ), φ ∈ U, extends to a linear map Def (φ) :C → R, (5.4)
the map U ×C  (φ,χ) → Def (φ)χ ∈ R is continuous (5.5)
(with respect to the C1-topology on U ). Under these conditions the set X becomes a C1-sub-
manifold of U ⊂ C1, and the IVP (1.3) generates a semiflow F : [0,∞) × X → X which can
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detail at the end of this section.
Proposition 5.1. The restriction r|U is continuously differentiable with
D(r|U)(φ)χ = − d
′(φ(−r(φ)))
1 + d ′(φ(−r(φ)))φ′(−r(φ))χ
(−r(φ)).
Proof. 1. The map H : U × (0, h) → R given by
H(φ, r) = r − d(φ(−r))= r − d ◦ ev1(φ,−r)
is continuously differentiable. By |(d ◦ φ)′(−r)| = |d ′(φ(−r))φ′(−r)| lip(d)G = q < 1,
D2H(φ, r)1 = 1 + (d ◦ φ)′(−r) = 0.
The Implicit Function Theorem shows that on an open neighbourhood V (in C1) of a given φ ∈ U
there exists a continuously differentiable map rˆ which satisfies rˆ(φ) = r(φ) and H(ψ, rˆ(ψ)) = 0
on V , or equivalently, rˆ(ψ) = d(ψ(−rˆ(ψ))) on V . By uniqueness (see Section 2), rˆ(ψ) = r(ψ)
on V . It follows that r|U is continuously differentiable.
2. We have
D1H(φ, r)χ =
[
Dd
(
φ(−r)) ◦ ev1(·,−r)]χ = χ(−r)d ′(φ(−r)).
Using H(φ, r(φ)) = 0 on U and the preceding equation we infer
0 = D1H
(
φ, r(φ)
)
χ +D2H
(
φ, r(φ)
)
D(r|U)(φ)χ
= χ(−r(φ))d ′(φ(−r(φ)))+D(r|U)(φ)χ[1 + d ′(φ(−r(φ)))φ′(−r(φ))]
(see part 1). As 1 + d ′(φ(−r(φ)))φ′(−r(φ)) = 0 (see part 1), the formula for D(r|U)(φ)χ fol-
lows. 
Corollary 5.2. f is continuously differentiable with
Df (φ)χ = g′(φ(−r(φ)))
[
1 + d
′(φ(−r(φ)))φ′(−r(φ))
1 + d ′(φ(−r(φ)))φ′(−r(φ))
]
χ
(−r(φ)).
Proof. By the chain rule, f = g ◦ ev1 ◦ (idU ×(−r|U)) is continuously differentiable with
Df (φ)χ = D(g ◦ ev1 ◦ (idU ×(−r|U)))(φ)χ
= [Dg(φ(−r(φ))) ◦D ev1(φ,−r(φ))](χ,−D(r|U)(φ)χ)
= Dg(φ(−r(φ))){χ(−r(φ))−D(r|U)(φ)χφ′(−r(φ))}
= {χ(−r(φ))−D(r|U)(φ)χφ′(−r(φ))}g′(φ(−r(φ))).
Use the formula for D(r|U)(φ)χ in Proposition 5.1. 
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as Df (φ) :C1 →R.
Proof. Corollary 5.2 gives (5.1). For φ ∈ U , define the linear map Def (φ) :C → R by the right-
hand side of the formula for Df (φ)χ in Corollary 5.2. Then (5.2) holds. In order to deduce (5.3),
recall that the evaluation map
ev :C × (0, h)  (φ, s) → φ(−s) ∈ R
is continuous. It follows that the maps U → R given by
φ
(−r(φ))= ev1 ◦ (idU ×(−r|U))(φ)
and
φ′
(−r(φ))= ev(φ′,−r(φ))= ev ◦ (∂ × (−r|U))(φ)
(with ∂ :C1  φ → φ′ ∈ C) are continuous, as well as the map U ×C →R given by
χ
(−r(φ))= ev(χ,−(r|U)(φ))
for (φ,χ) ∈ U ×C. Now the formula defining Def (φ)χ shows that the map in (5.3) is continu-
ous. 
The results in [18,19] and Section 3 in [6] show that X is a C1-submanifold of U ⊂ C1,
with codimension 1. For each φ ∈ X (⊂ I ) the solution xφ : [−h,∞) → R is continuously dif-
ferentiable with all segments xφt in X. The semiflow F on X which is given by F(t,φ) = xφt
is continuous, and all time-t-maps Ft :X  φ → F(t,φ) ∈ X, t  0, are continuously differen-
tiable. For each φ ∈ X and χ in the tangent space
TφX =
{
χ ∈ C1: χ ′(0) = Df (φ)χ}
we have
DFt(φ)χ = vφ,χt
where vφ,χ : [−h,∞) → R is the solution of the IVP
v′(t) = Df (F(t,φ))vt for all t  0, v0 = χ ∈ TφX. (5.6)
(Here solutions are continuously differentiable functions v : [−h,∞) → R with v0 = χ and vt ∈
TF(t,φX for all t  0, which satisfy the differential equation for all t  0.)
Moreover, the restriction of F to (h,∞)×X is continuously differentiable, and
D1F(t,φ)1 =
(
xφ
)′
t
for t > h and φ ∈ X.
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From now on we assume that all hypotheses (2.1)–(2.3), (3.1)–(3.3), and (5.1) are satisfied.
A final hypothesis stronger than (3.3) will be introduced below.
Corollary 3.1 implies that 0 ∈ X is a stationary point of the semiflow F , F(t,0) = 0 for all
t  0. The linearization of F at 0 ∈ X is the strongly continuous semigroup of the continuous
linear operators St = DFt(0), t  0, on the tangent space T0X ⊂ C1. A computation of the
derivative Df (0) according to Corollary 5.2 shows that the IVP (5.6) can be written
v′(t) = Df (0)vt = g′(0)v(t − h0) for all t  0, v0 = χ ∈ TφX.
Using the extended derivative Def (0) :C → R, which is given by the same formula as the
derivative Df (0) (Corollary 5.3), we also consider the IVP
v′(t) = Def (0)vt = g′(0)v(t − h0) for all t  0, v0 = χ ∈ C. (6.1)
Here solutions v = vχ are continuous functions v : [−h,∞) → R with v0 = χ which are differ-
entiable for all t > 0, have a right derivative at t = 0, and satisfy the differential equation for
all t  0. The IVP (6.1) generates a strongly continuous semigroups of continuous linear maps
Tt :C → C, t  0, by Ttχ = vχt .
Incidentally, the differential equation in (6.1) is also obtained following the heuristic method
freeze the delay at equilibrium, then linearize the IVP on C. Freezing the delay at equilibrium in
Eq. (1.1) yields the constant delay r(0) = h0 and the equation
y′(t) = g(y(t − h0)).
The semigroups on T0X and on C are closely related, see Section 3.4 in [6]. We have
Stχ = Ttχ for all χ ∈ T0X and all t  0.
The spectra of the generators coincide and are both given by the characteristic equation
λ− g′(0)e−λh0 = 0. (6.2)
Our final hypothesis is
g′(0)h0 < −π2 . (6.3)
Then there exists a complex conjugate pair of solutions of Eq. (6.2) λ0 = u0 + iv0 and λ0 with
u0 > 0 and 0 < v0 < 2πh0 so that any other solution to Eq. (6.2) has strictly smaller real part. This
is obvious from a result in [21], after multiplication of Eq. (6.2) by h0. Let L denote the realified
generalized eigenspace of the generator of the semigroup on C which is associated with the
spectral set {λ0, λ0}, and let Q denote the realified generalized eigenspace which is associated
with the remaining spectrum. L and Q are closed, and we have
dimL = 2, L ⊂ T0X ⊂ C1, C = L⊕Q,
TtL = L and TtQ ⊂ Q for all t  0.
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‖Ttχ‖ cˆeu0t‖χ‖ for all χ ∈ L, t  0
(see [3,5]). As all norms on the finite-dimensional space L are equivalent we get a constant c0 > 0
so that
‖Ttχ‖1  c0eu0t‖χ‖1 for all χ ∈ L, t  0. (6.4)
Let P :C → C denote the projection onto L which is given by the preceding direct sum decom-
position of C. The induced maps
P∗ :C1  φ → Pφ ∈ C1
and
P1 :T0X  χ → Pχ ∈ T0X
are continuous, by ‖ · ‖  ‖ · ‖1 and equivalence of norms on L. As in Section 3.4 of [6] we
have that the spectral decomposition of T0X given by {λ0, λ0} and the remaining spectrum of the
generator of the semigroup (St )t0 is
T0X = L⊕ (Q∩ T0X).
The associated projection onto L is the map P1. For every t  0, St ◦ P1 = P1 ◦ St .
7. Estimate of P along solutions starting in K0 ∪ (−K0)
We continue to assume (2.1)–(2.3), (3.1)–(3.2), (5.1) and (6.3). The aim of this section is to
derive an estimate of the form
const · ‖xt‖1  ‖Pxt‖
for t  h, along solutions of Eq. (1.1) which start in K0 ∪ (−K0). This means that along such
solutions the component in the space L, on which we have exponential growth for the linear IVP
(1.4) with initial data in C, does not become small, in both norms ‖ · ‖,‖ · ‖1.
The first step is to show that Pxt = 0 in case x0 = 0. This requires some preparations.
We need to recall further facts about the semigroup on C. There is a pair λ1 = u1 + iv1 and
λ1 of solutions of the characteristic equation (6.2) with u1 < u0 and 2π < h0v1 < 3π so that any
solution λ of Eq. (6.2) different from λ0, λ0, λ1, λ1 satisfies Reλ < u1. Let L1 denote realified
generalized eigenspace of the generator of the semigroup on C which is associated with the
spectral set {λ1, λ1}, and let P(1) :C → C denote the associated spectral projection onto L1.
On L1 we have Pχ = 0.
The space L1 consists of the segments of all (differentiable) solutions v :R → R of the equa-
tion
v′(t) = g′(0)v(t − h0)
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v(t) = eu1t(a cos(v1t)+ b sin(v1t))
with real numbers a, b. As this can be rewritten
v(t) = eu1t c cos(v1t − δ)
with some c > 0 and δ ∈ [0,2π) we see that successive maxima and successive minima are
spaced at the distance
2π
v1
< h0.
By the estimate on the complementary subspace (see [3,5]), there are constants c∗ > 0 and
∗ > 0 so that
∥∥Tt(id−(P(1) + P))χ∥∥ c∗e(u1−∗)t‖χ‖ for all χ ∈ C and t  0.
For χ ∈ C consider the following property:
χ(t) 0 on [−h0,0], or there exists z ∈ (−h0,0) with
χ(t) 0 in [−h0, z] and 0 χ(t) in [z,0]. (7.1)
Define
Z = {χ ∈ C: χ or −χ satisfies (7.1), and χ(s) = 0 for some s ∈ [−h0,0]}.
The proof of the next result is left to the reader.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose a sequence (χn)∞1 in C converges to some χ ∈ C, and for each n ∈ N
χn or −χn satisfies (7.1). Then χ or −χ satisfies (7.1).
The proof of the following result on solutions of the IVP (6.1) is almost the same as the proof
of Corollary 3.5(ii) in Chapter XV of [3]; see also [16].
Proposition 7.2. Let χ ∈ Z, v = vχ . There exists t  0 so that for any pair z > z′ of zeros of v in
(t,∞) we have z > z′ + h0.
Notice that for 0 = φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0) the solution x = xφ of the nonlinear equation (1.1)
satisfies
xt ∈ Z for all t  0.
Proposition 7.3. For all χ ∈ Z, Pχ = 0.
1940 H.-O. Walther / J. Differential Equations 244 (2008) 1910–1945Proof. 1. We argue by contradiction and assume Pχ = 0 for some χ ∈ Z.
1.1. The case P(1)χ = 0. Let β = P(1)χ and w = vβ . There exist c > 0 and δ ∈ [0,2π) so that
w(t) = eu1t c cos(v1t − δ) for all t −h. For all t  0 we have
e−u1t
∣∣v(t)− c cos(v1t − δ)∣∣ e−u1t‖vt −wt‖ = ∥∥Tt (χ − β)∥∥
= ∥∥Tt(id−(P(1) + P))χ∥∥ c∗e−∗t‖χ‖.
Now it follows easily that for j ∈ N sufficiently large v has 2 zeros in the interval
(
δ
v1
+ j 2π
v1
,
δ
v1
+ (j + 1)2π
v1
)
of length 2π
v1
< h0, which contradicts Proposition 7.2.
1.2. The case P(1)χ = 0. Proposition 7.2 shows that for some t  0, v(s) = 0 on [t − h0, t].
By continuous dependence on initial data there exists  > 0 so that v +w with w = wβ , β(s) =
 eu1s cos(v1s), has no zero in [t − h0, t]. Hence (v + w)t ∈ Z. Proposition 7.2 implies that for
some t∗ > t all zeros of the solution v + w in [t∗,∞) are spaced at distances larger than h0. We
have P(v +w)0 = Pχ +Pβ = 0 and P(1)(v +w)0 = P(1)χ +P(1)β = β = 0. As in part 1.1 we
arrive at a contradiction. 
Proposition 7.4. There exists c5 ∈ (0,1) so that for every φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0), for the solution
x = xφ of Eq. (1.1), and for all t  h we have
c5‖xt‖1  ‖Pxt‖.
Proof. 1. Proof that the set
M =
{
1
‖xt‖xt ∈ C: x = x
φ, 0 = φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0), t  h
}
has compact closure. The set M is bounded and equicontinuous, because of the estimate in Propo-
sition 4.5(ii). Apply the theorem of Arzelà and Ascoli.
2. Proposition 4.4 shows that for each
ψ = 1‖xt‖xt ∈ M
we have
c2 max−hs−h0
∣∣ψ(s)∣∣= c2m(ψ,−h0) = c2‖xt‖m(x, t − h0)
1
‖xt‖m(x, t)
= max
−h0s0
∣∣ψ(s)∣∣.
For any a < b in [−h,0] the linear map C  φ → φ|[a, b] ∈ C([a, b],R) is continu-
ous. Using this and continuity of the norm on C([a, b],R) we infer that the map C ∈ φ →
maxasb |φ(s)| ∈ R is continuous, which implies that the preceding estimate
c2 max−hs−h |ψ(s)|max−h s0 |ψ(s)| holds also for all ψ in the closure clM .0 0
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tion 7.1 guarantees that for each χ ∈ clZ either χ or −χ have property (7.1). Therefore it remains
to show that for every χ ∈ clM there exists s ∈ [−h0,0] with χ(s) = 0. Assume the contrary,
χ(s) = 0 on [−h0,0] for some χ ∈ clM . By the estimate in part 2, χ = 0, which contradicts the
fact that clM is contained in the unit sphere of C.
4. From Proposition 7.3 we now obtain Pχ = 0 for all χ ∈ clM . As clM is compact there
exists c51 ∈ (0,1) with
c51  ‖Pχ‖ on clM.
This yields
c51‖xt‖ ‖Pxt‖
for all x = xφ , 0 = φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0), t  h. For φ = 0 the estimate holds as well.
5. Finally, Proposition 4.5(ii) and the result of part 4 combined show that there exists
c5 ∈ (0,1) so that c5‖xt‖1  ‖Pxt‖ holds for x = xφ , φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0), t  h. 
8. Local coordinates, growth of P1 along small solutions, and existence of a periodic
solution
As in the preceding sections we assume that (2.1)–(2.3), (3.1)–(3.2), (5.1) and (6.3) hold.
We begin with a manifold chart of X at the stationary point 0 and collect simple preliminary
estimates.
Set Y = T0X and choose a (one-dimensional) complementary space E of Y in C1. Let
Π :C1 → C1 denote the projection along E onto Y . On an open neighbourhood V0 of 0 in
X ⊂ C1 the restriction Π |V0 is a C1-diffeomorphism onto its image ΠV0, which is an open
neighbourhood of 0 in Y . Let Π−10 :ΠV0 → V0 ⊂ X denote its inverse. We have Π0 = 0 and
D(Π |V0)(0) = idY . Also, the C1-map
Γ :ΠV0  χ → (idC1 −Π) ◦Π−10 (χ) ∈ E
satisfies
V0 =
{
χ + Γ (χ) ∈ C1: χ ∈ ΠV0
}
, Γ (0) = 0, and DΓ (0) = 0.
It follows that for every  > 0 there is δ > 0 so that for each χ ∈ Y with ‖χ‖1 < δ we have
χ ∈ ΠV0 and
∥∥(idC1 −Π)Π−10 (χ)∥∥1  ‖χ‖1. (8.1)
Recall the estimate (6.4). Choose τ > 0 so that
ρ = c0eu0τ > 1.
For each χ ∈ L ⊂ C1 we obtain
‖Sτχ‖1 = ‖Tτχ‖1  ρ‖χ‖1. (8.2)
1942 H.-O. Walther / J. Differential Equations 244 (2008) 1910–1945The transformed time-τ -map
ΠV0  χ → ΠFτ
(
Π−10 (χ)
) ∈ Y
is continuously differentiable, and we have
ΠFτ
(
Π−10 (χ)
)= Sτχ +H(χ)
with H :ΠV0 → Y continuously differentiable, H(0) = 0, and DH(0) = 0.
We need a bounded open neighbourhood V ⊂ V0 of 0 in X ⊂ C1 on which certain estimates
hold. Let
 = c5
2‖P∗‖‖Π‖ .
Choose δ > 0 so that for χ ∈ Y with ‖χ‖1 < δ we have χ ∈ ΠV0, and (8.1) holds. As
P1H(0) = 0 and D(P1 ◦ H)(0) = 0 we may assume that for χ ∈ Y with ‖χ‖1 < δ we also
have
∥∥P1H(χ)∥∥1  c5(ρ − 1)4‖Π‖ ‖χ‖1.
Now we choose a bounded open neighbourhood V ⊂ V0 of 0 in X ⊂ C1 so that
‖Πφ‖1 < δ for all φ ∈ V.
For φ ∈ V we obtain Πφ ∈ ΠV0,
∥∥(idC1 −Π)φ∥∥1  c52‖P∗‖‖Π‖‖Πφ‖1 
c5
2‖P∗‖‖φ‖1 (8.3)
and
∥∥P1H(Πφ)∥∥1  c5(ρ − 1)4‖Π‖ ‖Πφ‖1 
c5(ρ − 1)
4
‖φ‖1. (8.4)
Now we can estimate P1Π along small solutions of Eq. (1.1) which start in K0 ∪ (−K0).
Proposition 8.1. Let φ ∈ K0 ∪ (−K0), x = xφ , t  h, and xt ∈ V . Then we have
c5
2
‖xt‖1  ‖P1Πxt‖1 (8.5)
and
‖P1Πxt+τ‖1  1 + ρ2 ‖P1Πxt‖1. (8.6)
H.-O. Walther / J. Differential Equations 244 (2008) 1910–1945 1943Proof. 1. Proof of (8.5). For x and t as in the hypothesis,
c5‖xt‖1  ‖Pxt‖ ‖Pxt‖1 (by Proposition 7.4)
 ‖PΠxt‖1 +
∥∥P(idC1 −Π)xt∥∥1 = ‖P1Πxt‖1 +
∥∥P∗(idC1 −Π)xt∥∥1
 ‖P1Πxt‖1 + ‖P∗‖
∥∥(idC1 −Π)xt∥∥1  ‖P1Πxt‖1 + ‖P∗‖ c52‖P∗‖‖xt‖1
(
see (8.3))
= ‖P1Πxt‖1 + c52 ‖xt‖1.
2. Proof of (8.6). For x and t as in the hypothesis,
‖P1Πxt+τ‖1 =
∥∥P1ΠFτ (xt )∥∥1 =
∥∥P1Π(Fτ (Π−10 (Πxt )))∥∥1
= ∥∥P1(SτΠxt +H(Πxt ))∥∥1 =
∥∥SτP1Πxt + P1H(Πxt )∥∥1
 ‖SτP1Πxt‖1 −
∥∥P1H(Πxt )∥∥1
 ρ‖P1Πxt‖1 − c5(ρ − 1)4 ‖xt‖1
(
see (8.2) and (8.4))
 ρ‖P1Πxt‖1 − ρ − 12 ‖P1Πxt‖1
(
see (8.5))
= ρ + 1
2
‖P1Πxt‖1. 
Before we state and prove the result on existence of a periodic solution we reformulate all
hypotheses as follows.
h > 0 is given. The function g :R →R is bounded, continuously differentiable with bounded
derivatives, and satisfies
ξ g(ξ) < 0 for all ξ = 0
and
g′(0)h
2
< −π
2
.
The function d :R → (0, h) is continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives and satisfies
0 <Δ = infd(R) < d(0) = h
2
.
There exists G> supξ∈R |g(ξ)| with
G sup
ξ∈R
∣∣d ′(ξ)∣∣< 1.
Theorem 8.2. There exists φ ∈ K0 \ {0} so that the solution x = xφ of Eq. (1.1) extends to a
periodic solution xˆ :R →R, with minimal period z2(φ)+ h .2
1944 H.-O. Walther / J. Differential Equations 244 (2008) 1910–1945Proof. 1. K0 is convex and compact, and the map K0 R−→ K0 is continuous. We look for a fixed
point φ = 0. In view of the ejective fixed point principle (see [2]) it remains to show that the
fixed point 0 is ejective, which means that there is a neighbourhood U of 0 in K0 so that for each
φ ∈ U \ {0} there exists j ∈ N with Rj (φ) /∈ U .
2. Proof of ejectivity. By continuity of the semiflow F at (0,0) ∈ [0,∞) × X and by a com-
pactness argument, there exists a neighbourhood W ⊂ V of 0 in X ⊂ C1 so that for every ψ ∈ W
and for all t ∈ [0,2c1 + h] we have F(t,ψ) ∈ V . As the map K0 R−→ X ⊂ C1 is continuous (see
Proposition 3.7), the preimage U = (R|K0)−1(W) is a neighbourhood of 0 in K0 ⊂ C. Assume
that for some φ ∈ U \ {0} all iterates Rj (φ), j ∈ N, belong to U . Consider the solution x = xφ
of the IVP (1.3). Let zj = zj (φ) for all j ∈ N. Using the assumption we get
0 = xz2j+h0 = Rj (φ) ∈ W ∩K0 (8.7)
for all j ∈ N. Corollary 3.5 implies that for all j ∈ N,
z2(j+1) + h0 < z2j + h0 + 2c1 + h.
This estimate, the choice of W and (8.7) combined yield xt ∈ V for all t  z2 + h0. Using (8.6)
and iteration we obtain
‖P1‖‖Π‖‖xz2+h0+jτ‖1  ‖P1Πxz2+h0+jτ‖1 
(
1 + ρ
2
)j
‖P1Πxz2+h0‖1

(
1 + ρ
2
)j
c5
2
‖xz2+h0‖1 > 0
(
see (8.5))
for every j ∈ N, which yields a contradiction to boundedness of V .
3. The nonzero fixed point of the map K0 R−→ K0 defines the desired periodic solution. 
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